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 Campus: Princeton HS 

Author(s): Kyle Lamothe Date Created / Revised: July 15, 2020 

Six Weeks Period: 1st Grade Level & Course: 11th AP Physics 1 

Timeline:  20 Days Unit Title: Unit 1 Kinematics in One Dimension Lesson # 1 

Stated 
Objectives: 
TEK # and SE 

Processing standards 
 
3.A.1.1: The student is able to express the motion of an object using narrative, mathematical, and 
graphical representations. 
 
3.A.1.2: The student is able to design an experimental investigation of the motion of an object. [SP 
4.2] 
 
3.A.1.3: The student is able to analyze experimental data describing the motion of an object and is 
able to express the results of the analysis using narrative, mathematical, and graphical 
representations. [SP 5.1]dd 
 
Science Content 
(1.A.1, 3.A.1, 4.A.2) 
An observer in a particular reference frame can describe the motion of an object using such 
quantities as position, displacement, distance, velocity, speed, and acceleration. 
 a. Displacement, velocity, and acceleration are all vector quantities.  
b. Displacement is change in position. Velocity is the rate of change of position with time. 
Acceleration is the rate of change of velocity with time. Changes in each property are expressed by 
subtracting initial values from final values.  
c. A choice of reference frame determines the direction and the magnitude of each of these 
quantities. 
A system is an object or a collection of objects. Objects are treated as having no internal structure.  
a. A collection of particles in which internal interactions change little or not at all, or in which changes 
in these interactions are irrelevant to the question addressed, can be treated as an object.  
 

See Instructional Focus Document (IFD) for TEK Specificity 

Key 
Understandings 

(1.A.1, 3.A.1, 4.A.2) 
An observer in a particular reference frame can describe the motion of an object using such quantities as 
position, displacement, distance, velocity, speed, and acceleration. 
 a. Displacement, velocity, and acceleration are all vector quantities.  
b. Displacement is change in position. Velocity is the rate of change of position with time. Acceleration is the 
rate of change of velocity with time. Changes in each property are expressed by subtracting initial values from 
final values.  
c. A choice of reference frame determines the direction and the magnitude of each of these quantities. 
A system is an object or a collection of objects. Objects are treated as having no internal structure.  
a. A collection of particles in which internal interactions change little or not at all, or in which changes in these 
interactions are irrelevant to the question addressed, can be treated as an object. 

Misconceptions Students may think that acceleration and velocity are always in the same direction. 
Students may think that an object thrown into the air has zero acceleration at the highest point. 

 



Students may think that velocity is a force. 

Key Vocabulary              Newtonian Mechanics, Kinematics, force, acceleration, speed velocity, motion graphs, 
projectile, trajectory, vector addition, vector subtraction, relative motion and frames of reference  

Suggested Day  
5E Model 

Instructional Procedures 
 (Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate) 

Materials, Resources, Notes 

Day 1  
Engage/ Explore 

Objective: We will use a few relative motion situations to 
challenge how we think about motion & practice 
representing motion with graphs and diagrams. 
 
Bellringer: Are you moving? How can you know that? 
 
Animation of Earth's Orbit to emphasize relative motion, 
observer, reference frame  
Group Discussion Opener: Show different slides of person on 
moving train walking vs stationary observer 
 
 
 AP Uniform Motion Packet  
CVPM Multiple Representation Cards Each group gets 1 and 
tries to translate back and forth with position, velocity graphs, 
verbal descriptions, and motion maps (dot diagrams) After a few 
minutes, each group will share 1 of their translations.  
 
Then students continue to work on packet. (complete CER 
portion) 

1D Motion AP Day 1 Slides  
 
Relative Motion Alternate 
Assignment  

Day  2 
Explain 

(Try mistake gaming, see kellyoshea blog) 
Translating X-t graphs and V-t graphs all Uniform Motion 
 
Discuss CER from yesterday.  (bring out distance, vs 
displacement, speed/velocity, vector/scalar) 
Discuss area under “curve” for v-t graphs  
draw first 2 layers of “motion graph mountain” 
position….velocity (slope gets up, area under get’s down) 
 
Khanacademy:  
1) distance & displacement from graphs 
2) average velocity and average speed: word problems 
3) average velocity and average speed with direction change 

1D Motion AP Day 2  
 
3.A.1.1: The student is 
able to express the motion 
of an object using 
narrative, mathematical, 
and graphical 
representations. 

Day 3 Elaborate/ 
Evaluate 

Objective: Area under the curve of a v/t graph 
Sample problem connecting area under line for constant velocity 
to displacement. 
Example translation from velocity graph to x vs t graph using 
phyz.com example springboard II 
 
Model Summary asking when to use, relevant vocab, relevant 
equations,  
2019 AP Intro Quiz Review  
 

1D Motion AP Day 3  
  

Day 4  
Engage/ Explore 

Quiz 
 

1D Motion AP Day 4 Slides 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jHsq36_NTU
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14GyryYs3t5TMQ9qV6YLSfGT1Ts87VOeaGxH9FxMFJhQ/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nCZDLs_uEJmTQCzcNUY5BsclkOIimvoN7YwbfunAOgY/edit
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_tpys2Lwy7V_5HqElDSpbj7V2i67Xocc874AX0Wjtns
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bYL44Lks1n2mv7ubRA50ZgyVdZrVhBp5sv-EnqEfiCc/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bYL44Lks1n2mv7ubRA50ZgyVdZrVhBp5sv-EnqEfiCc/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1LiVM-9CAuYn-sR9d6fU7QZOAkjPvWHG_PM_DF-jaaFw/edit#slide=id.g2471aa448d_0_6
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16DFMqSxlZHa0P1CmC2gMoPfrUfCZhy6EKVrP3pc0iGs/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1_cwWLgioUhxRJk2IVslKFWNqYOWamu0wxXtukV8p2OY/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1vGgmNpQxj0cfrjkQU_u65N7RSfn_LB0JGCosgrb65l0/edit#slide=id.p


Objective: We will introduce representing UAM graphically 
with motion sensors. 
 
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/mmedia/kinema/trip.cf
m  Show animation, ask: Calculate the average speed of 
the car. A cop then pulled you over, the speed limit was 25 
mph, did you get a ticket? (did you go faster than 25, 
explain?) 
 
 Distinguish average velocity from instantaneous velocity. 
 
khanacademy:  
average velocity and speed from graphs 
instantaneous velocity and instantaneous speed from graph 
 
 UAM Modelling Packet  
Students complete first page (Predictions for V/t graphs) 
Discuss then complete position & velocity graph lab with 
motion sensors. 
 
3.A.1.3: The student is able to analyze experimental data describing 
the motion of an object and is able to express the results of the 
analysis using narrative, mathematical, and graphical representations. 
[SP 5.1]dd 

(If live-streaming motion  sensors not 
available use PHET moving man lab Karen 
King activity)Post-Lab Questions 
informal assessment  
Graphing Game Optional Extra Credit 
Activity  
 
 
(Extra Resources 4.0 Graphs  
4.1 Graphs a/t Graphs 2)  

Day 5  
 
Explain 
 
 
 

Student groups come to a consensus on the conclusions 
from yesterday’s lab. Leading to the question of:“What 

information does the size and sign of the slope of the 

velocity-time graph convey?”  

 

“How do you know?” What  would be different if? 

“What information does the size and sign of the slope of the velocity-time 

graph convey?”  

 

Discuss simple acceleration calculations and acceleration vector notation. 

 

Walk-a-Graph:  
● Working in small groups, students should first 

practice walking all of the position-time graphs on 

the top of the sheet. Encourage students to make 

any notes to themselves about how to walk the 

motions. 

● Convene the entire class and select walkers to 

walk one of the graphs. (For example, assign 

graphs by drawing letters out of a hat.) The walker 

does the motion, and the rest of the class, in small 

groups, determines which motion was shown. The 

class gives help if the student does not 

successfully walk their assigned/chosen graph. 

● Repeat the previous steps for the velocity-time 

graphs at the bottom of the page. 

 

Kinematics Card Sort:  

1D Motion Day 5 Slides  

 

http://www.physicsclassroom.com/mmedia/kinema/trip.cfm
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/mmedia/kinema/trip.cfm
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cdSdCcc1VcfsGpUiYMjWy6d0wYbiLIU7ecAhMTI24Ps/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16mPFd_GCaJQ73K9kCu6HSTKoxdoVnEcGCOW0N556LhY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16mPFd_GCaJQ73K9kCu6HSTKoxdoVnEcGCOW0N556LhY/edit
http://theuniverseandmore.com/games/graphing-challenge/
http://theuniverseandmore.com/games/graphing-challenge/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B60raornjpO9Z0NSSk1YZnd0QVE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B60raornjpO9Y3d0Z0JLVERWN0U/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B60raornjpO9dVZiQlNodlBORHM/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yyGr3aHbX-AVJ-EOqJrxAwdfO2gTapI-WLiL149dd54
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Lurx_B4eZtTmDA179vOUnBiRUtswthFsv_5E_LjR62U
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1k-pLwF5fIYupUQK2P0kL73NaUbOz4OJ5jz57YkKoXfw/edit#slide=id.g409e393811_0_12


Print out one copy of the linked document for each lab 

group and cut the cards apart.  

 

Students are to work in groups to determine a logical 

organization of their cards. Once each group has 

organized their cards, they take a look at how other 

groups arranged their cards and explain their choices to 

each other regarding their arrangements. 

 
khanDisplacement from v/t graphs 
Sample Calculations then assign Khanacademy Acceleration & 
velocity. 

Day 6 Elaborate 
 

Objective: Complete Card sort & CER from packet 

Bellringer: Refer back to instantaneous vs average. Draw 
position vs time graph & velocity vs time graph for driving the 5 
miles as shown. Also draw x/t & v/t for driving at constant 
velocity. 
 

Homework option: Khanacademy Instantaneous velocity 
and instantaneous speed from graphs 

Khanacademy option: Connecting acceleration and velocity 
graphs 
 
 

1D Motion AP Day 6 Slides  

Day 7 
 
Elaborate 
 

 
Objective: Practice Translating between graphs 
Discuss Concept of acceleration 
Show gifs of variations of + & - velocity combined with + & - 
accelerations 
 
Splat game of Which One doesn’t belong 
(physicsclassroom.com) 
Concept Builders: Match That Graph 
Graph that motion 
Khanacademy: Connecting Velocity & Acceleration Graphs 

 
1D Motion AP Day 7 Slides  

Day 8   
 
Post Kinematics review and solutions 

● Laptop Carts 
1D Motion AP Day 8 Slides  

Day 9 
Evaluate 

 WS 1D Motion FRQ Practice 
 

http://theuniverseandmore2.blogspot.com/2011/09/super-ult
imate-graphing-challenge.html  
 

Which of the following is  experiencing an acceleration? 

1D Motion AP Day 9  

 

https://www.physicsclassroom.com/mmedia/kinema/trip.cfm
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1E9jaqI7F7V8dw-_B4AJYBvmC5TVEzf9DReTEOuvrhJc/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1x5mUoy-Z7U_iEfPc2WELl7Nt8bTu7XKw9mE8Zpb1P0E/edit#slide=id.g3e54909980_0_0
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TMX81P8ehjIUCQWv5mb8UdU_c9NcmzWjE2Ti6176RSM/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1e6lJBrEQ5bX5t85LqXmPQiZIY8n162ct7js9t-Spcdw/edit#slide=id.g3e559befaa_0_50
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vqHtAgNmz3a2ZAZGncbgpWK1jlF-cVQTaEvOw7fKwK0/edit
http://theuniverseandmore2.blogspot.com/2011/09/super-ultimate-graphing-challenge.html
http://theuniverseandmore2.blogspot.com/2011/09/super-ultimate-graphing-challenge.html
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1K0oZALTvZf3Gh_Hffod9BHP-0oBdDLzSWTEAMKFVIoA/edit


a. A car slowing down from 4 m/s to 2 m/s. 
b. A car going around a corner at constant speed. 
c. An object that is dropped off an 18 meter cliff. 
d. A car going 45 m/s for 3 seconds. 

Day 10  Test 
Youtube Video resources for solving equations: 
Solving Literal Equations 1  
Solving Literal Equations 2  
Solving Literal Equations 3  
Solving Literal Equations 4  

1D Motion AP Day 10  

Day 11 
Engage/Explore 

Objective: We will practice solving & deriving equations 
 
AP Bellringer: Given the image from Khan Why we do same 
things to both sides of an equation what could you physically do 
to find the mass of the unknown block? Justify your answer? 
 
● Discuss PEMDAS when solving & reverse SADMEP for 

isolating a variable.  
Project problems from Algebra Solving Literal Equations & 
Substitution   for practice 

 
Solve 2 on the board as an example. Write PEMDAS on board. 
Distribute dry erase boards & markers to partners. Assign each 
of Solving Equations 1 worksheet problems to each group. Give 
a minute to solve. Have each partner group explain process & 
allow class to critique. 
 
Homework Myap homework: Progress Check 1 FRQ, give 2 
days to complete. 
 

1D Motion AP Day 11 Slides  

Day 12  
Explore/Explain 

Objective: Derive the kinematic equations (where do they come 
from?), when to use them, how to use them. 
 
Work through slideshow, giving breaks for students to work 
through challenge questions with neighbor on whiteboard. Then 
handout Alg Kinematics Intro practice  
 
Extra Practice Kinematic Equations Practice  
for reference post Kinematic Worked Examples & 1D Recipe  

 
Closing Task:  What must be true of acceleration to use 
kinematic equations? 

 

1D Motion AP Day 12 Kin EQN's  

Day 13  
Elaborate 

WS Freefall OL  
 
DEMO: Ask students  which will hit the ground first: piece of 
paper or book? Drop them. now put paper on top of book and 

1D Motion AP Day 13 Practice  
 
AP Manual P. 13 & 15 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5xcMQlshSJM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EbzHG1mdj54
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02ZtS57JOQ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-pRtnvC9tEI
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ZxeSd0qnPyyDkRpXOsB_UXZJ7gckQYPJVfQckgRqGuU/edit
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/one-variable-linear-equations/modal/v/why-we-do-the-same-thing-to-both-sides-simple-equations
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/one-variable-linear-equations/modal/v/why-we-do-the-same-thing-to-both-sides-simple-equations
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_hLrtTtl9L5HUUejh68GTpqX5FTjgi_EbnaVdINETAg/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_hLrtTtl9L5HUUejh68GTpqX5FTjgi_EbnaVdINETAg/edit#
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1cIAyOLc75iBv2paSQnaQ9dubJRRF8oi3e3lDdJAW8cc/edit#slide=id.p
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/1-MOTION/J-Alg_Kin_Primer.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VuYbQjE7CwI_730JVo4mXRm0monZRH-SuXHZ6Ag_NtQ/edit
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/1-MOTION/G-Alg_Kin.pdf
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/1-MOTION/G-Cookbook_Kin.pdf
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ryWTNzcyXA3Y18RNBK6DMWjHt9BsI5eCxWSyJBy0cu4/edit#slide=id.g3ddb978909_0_147
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IoIyNm4bPruew0MAcWRj4JBk04_8TglmTjCxFse_iIw/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1bRHHqY6bTCG_OXwFwoWN1zHe2XE4Dy7WXQXiLIsxNhM/edit#slide=id.g416a831a5c_0_0


drop.   Now drop piece of paper and balled up paper. Why did 
one reach the ground first?  
 
Do things fall at a constant speed? DEMO dropping a string with 
washers tied at equal distance intervals into a pie pan. 
 
As class begins, I perform several demonstrations with a ball 
and ask students to respond yes or no to whether the ball is in 
free fall. dropping a ball from rest, toss it upward, throw it 
downward, throw it in an arc to a student, bounce the ball, 
launch it with a slingshot, etc 
Typically, students all agree that the dropped ball is in free fall, 
but that is where the agreement ends. I point out that all of the 
actions are examples of free fall, and then I make a point of 
identifying misconceptions in order to correct them. 
 
Watch Youtube video of bowling ball & feather in vacuum 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Q4FTCVtWOM 
 
Reaction time minilab 
 
end with https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NG5ijPnfYV8 Salt 
movie clip jumping from bridge onto moving truck  
for reference post Kinematic Worked Examples & 1D Recipe  

Distribute AP 1st 6 weeks test review 

Day 14  
 
Explore 
 
If we have time 
for 2 stage 
rocket 
simulation, refer 
to p. 22 of 
workbook 

Field any questions from study guide 
Concept Builders Up and Down level 1 physicsclassroom 
 
khanacademy assignments 
 
Kinematics Ratios, Proportions, & Graphing Handout  
 
 

AP Manual  
1D Motion AP Day 14 Freefall  
 

Day 15  Objective: Continue Practicing Calculations/Ratios with 
kinematic equations. 

Use the equation to construct an initial sketch, a motion 
diagram, and words to describe a process that is consistent with 
this equation.  

2 Worked Examples 

An automobile traveling on a straight, level road has an initial 
speed v when the brakes are applied. In coming to rest with a 
constant acceleration, it travels a distance x. How far would the 
automobile travel in coming to rest if it had the same 
acceleration but an initial speed 2v ? 
 
What is the ratio of the first stopping distance to the second 
stopping distance? 
 
Using Proportions  

1D Motion AP Day 15   

 1 Laptop cart  per group of 2-4 people 1D Motion AP Day 16  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Q4FTCVtWOM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NG5ijPnfYV8
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/1-MOTION/G-Alg_Kin.pdf
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/1-MOTION/G-Cookbook_Kin.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cDf0LUycjkAgFmSj33M1plWkrikOVMCUWxIzfOM4xdI/edit#heading=h.nbio8ge90msq
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PIox6G2CtLkBKFKDKcR4gC6t1ihLT0WkqFkVCw9LezY/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1w1d3LAtlkmR2p7_ulSRVW-eVxbAOBbYt1CQRqMvvylw/edit#slide=id.g3dddcae605_0_9
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1G-j5MBw7m4X3ijJO6709Eha0_8uvFeEfR0h7fGwkb18/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/13aPV9RFwGqHnM6U5UwNbtAfC4XGfZ7_TjhTSqk6gAXg/edit#slide=id.g41e6d531e8_0_0
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1rJrUsUWUhPx3HK37Mk7zToHi-JYRvy32_ycQ4ECl49A/edit#slide=id.g41e6d531e8_0_95


Day 16  Share collegeboard solutions 
 
Assign New Collegeboard work. Have students review 
solutions and if time allows begin new assignment 
(Possibly assign khanacademy freefall calculations) 

Day 17  Picture Day  Center of Mass videos 
Possibly begin Identifying Forces/interactions 
 

1D Motion AP Day 17  

Day 18 Review 
 

1D Motion AP Day 18 Review  

Day 19 Evaluate  District 6 Weeks test  
 

Day 20 
 Fri Sep 21 2018 

  

Extra  Finding Proportionality Constant Slides  
Why does it cost more to buy a larger pizza? 
 
 
Explore 
Goal for today:  
Describing motion verbally with distance & displacement  
Check a few, discuss quickly speed & velocity & acceleration 
concepts do 1 or 2 calculations. 
Describing motion verbally with speed & velocity 
Physicsclassroom.com worksheets 
 
Closing Task: I will create a story that explains/corresponds with 
different dot motion diagrams. 
 
 
 
 
Work through as a class.  Graphing V/t Uniform & UAM  
 
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/1-MOTION/J-Little_Dudes_IV_UA
M.pdf  
 
 
Closing Task: Individual Practice Graphing motion such as Phyz 
Dots X/V/A vs T graphs  
 
From Velocity To Position Graph Springboard 
 
From Velocity to Position Graph Springboard UAM  
 
Finish Little Dots UAM, pointing out comparisons & contrasts 
 
 
2 STAGE ROCKET SIMULATION ROCKET SIM SLIDES  
PhysicsClassroom 2 Stage Rocket Virtual Lab  

 

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1u_yG5KJ3m9Y4BhBiSvd2_g86v51jUr2qfn8E0cQJeWg/edit#slide=id.g41e6d531e8_0_95
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Hap6ZmowN7QVPK94g10G-uMiViLqhj-OhfvA27JzzaY/edit#slide=id.g41e6d531e8_0_95
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1SewkLzw1kkujxGWc2UQKb5jdhkjLRKzdpETJBYlbrOg/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_E7qhqvkhybFZ3rWMvglFBVm8RoHvHOLe3Ut_LFkXcE/edit
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/1-MOTION/J-Little_Dudes_IV_UAM.pdf
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/1-MOTION/J-Little_Dudes_IV_UAM.pdf
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/1-MOTION/J-Little_Dots_UAM.pdf
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/1-MOTION/J-Little_Dots_UAM.pdf
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/1-MOTION/J-Vel2Pos_I-SB.pdf
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/1-MOTION/J-Vel2Pos_II-SB.pdf
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1XSGn1sJGHpV-YR0DkeSXP0UTpmIxlMTQh2CjbhgZlcU/edit#slide=id.p
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/shwave/twostagedirns.html


https://www.physicsclassroom.com/getattachment/lab/1dki
n/kaux.pdf  
 
Worksheet for 2 stage rocket (for absentees) 
(Have students work to get 20 correct 
 
Concept Builder Graph that motion interactive Once students 
are done with Rocket Simulation 
As students finish, have them verify with teacher that the quiz 
was completed. 
Closing: point out/contrast where each graph indicates rest 
 
 
Begin Marble Drop into CV Car Lab (See physicsclassroom Lab 
K10) 
 Complete Marble Drop into CV Car Lab 
Derive equation for distance back from the land point X that the 
car should start at in terms of h (height), g (acceleration due to 
gravity), and v (speed of car). 
 
 

 
Accommodations 
for Special 
Populations 

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP) 
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.  

 

 

https://www.physicsclassroom.com/getattachment/lab/1dkin/kaux.pdf
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/getattachment/lab/1dkin/kaux.pdf
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Physics-Interactives/1-D-Kinematics/Two-Stage-Rocket/Two-Stage-Rocket-Exercise

